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Chasing weakly-bound biological water in
aqueous environment near the peptide
backbone by ultrafast 2D infrared
spectroscopy

Check for updates
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There has been a long-standing debate as to how many hydrogen bonds a peptide backbone amide
can form in aqueous solution. Hydrogen-bonding structural dynamics of N-ethylpropionamide
(a β-peptide model) in water was examined using infrared (IR) spectroscopy. Two amide-I sub bands
arise mainly from amide C=O group that forms strong H-bonds with solvent water molecules (SHB
state), and minorly from that involving one weak H-bond with water (WHB state). This picture is
supported by molecular dynamics simulations and ab-initio calculations. Further, thermodynamics
and kinetics of the SHB and WHB species were examined mainly by chemical-exchange two-
dimensional IR spectroscopy, yielding an activation energy for the SHB-to-WHB exchange of
13.25 ± 0.52 kJmol‒1, which occurs in half picosecond at room temperature. Our results provided
experimental evidenceof an unstablewatermolecule near peptide backbone, allowing us to gainmore
insights into the dynamics of the protein backbone hydration.

Biological water at the surface of proteins is known to be critically
important in maintaining their conformations and functions1–5. In aqu-
eous solutions, a protein backbone forms hydrogen bonds with solvent
water molecule through amide unit (‒CONH‒)6–11, which plays an
important role in proteinhydration.Here, oneC=Ogroup can statistically
form at most two hydrogen bonds if geometrically allowed, whereas one
N‒H group can only form one hydrogen bond6–10,12. A representative
study13 of the hydration of α-helix in a set of 35 high-resolution X-ray
crystal protein structures revealed three typical types of hydrogen-
bonding interactions between peptide backbone and water molecule:
external hydration, three-centered hydration, and water inserted hydra-
tion. The external hydration is the most common case where a peptide
backbone amide C=O of the ith residue that is hydrogen bonded to the
amide N‒H group of the (i+ 4)th residue forms a hydrogen bond with a
nearbywatermolecule. In the three-centered hydration case, theC=Oand
N‒H groups in an intramolecular (C=O)i

…(N‒H)i+4 hydrogen bond
forms two hydrogen bonds with the same nearby water molecule. In the
water inserted hydration, the (C=O)i group interacts with the (N‒H)i+4

groups through a watermolecule as a hydrogen-bonded bridge.While the
above study provided an averaged structural description of the peptide

backbone hydration, the dynamical picture of such hydration particularly
in aqueous solutions is stillmissing, because it is experimentally difficult to
track the backbone-associated mobile water molecule in the presence of
bulk water.

Amongmanyexperimental14–17 and computational18,19 techniquesused
to study the protein hydration, infrared (IR) spectroscopy is known to be
extremely structure sensitive20–25. While the vibration frequency and line
shape of amide-I vibration (mainly the C=O stretching motion) are both
sensitive to hydrogen-bonding interaction between peptide backbone and
solvent water, they are also responsive to electrostatic interactions among
neighboring peptide units26–29. Therefore, to focus on the amide-water
interaction and ignore the intra-peptide interaction contributions, it is ideal
to use shorter peptides. N-methylacetamide (NMA) popularly serves as α-
peptide model with a single amide unit, and very interestingly, the amide-I
absorption band of NMA in water was found to have an inhomogeneously
broadened and slightly asymmetric absorption band30–32, suggesting a two-
component band structure. However, the origin of such asymmetric line-
shape remained ambiguous: it was interpreted as the result of vibrational
coupling between the amide-I and water bending modes (in H2O)

30, or the
result of Fermi resonance (in D2O)

31.
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Femtosecond two-dimensional infrared (2D IR) spectroscopy devel-
oped in recent years can be used to address this issue, because it is good at
revealing dynamical information underneath broad and/or overlapped IR
absorptionpeaks.Thismethodhasbeenused todescribe local conformation
dynamics of peptides andproteins using the amide-Imode as an intrinsic IR
probe33–40. In particular, Hamm et al. reported a larger frequency split in the
amide-I mode of NMA in methanol and observed picosecond chemical
exchange between two solvatedNMA/methanol complexes using the 2D IR
spectroscopy41.

In this work, we used a molecule named NEPA (N-ethylpropiona-
mide) introduced by Shi et al. 42 as a single amide model for β-peptide to
study the amide-water interaction. The β-peptide is composed of β-amino
acid residues and is known to be one of the important unnatural
peptides43–46. The presence of one extra backbone carbon in the β-peptide
results in more variation in the amide-I absorption profile and in the dis-
tributionofnearbybiologicalwatermolecules aswell. ForNEPA, the amide-
I mode in D2O is found to be clearly asymmetric and has two spectral
components (Fig. 1a, b). Using the 2D IR approach, we studied the origin of
the band split. Further, temperature-dependent Fourier-transform IR
(FTIR) and 2D IR studies were carried out to characterize the thermo-
dynamics of the hydrogen-bondedNEPA-D2Ocomplexes and toobtain the
energetic parameters of such hydrogen-bonded complexes. The tempera-
ture dependenceof thewater-amidehydrogen-bonding interactionof theα-
peptide reported earlier47was also similarly seen inNEPA,and the resultwas
in agreement with previous studies using the vibrational transition fre-
quency and intensity of the amide-I band21,32,48. Hence the analogy between
NEPA and the α-peptide in the study of amide hydration is justified. Based
on this, the reported monotonic frequency shift of ca. +0.07 cm–1/°C and
intensity decrease of the amide-I mode with temperature from early works
of Kubelka et al. for both α-oligopeptide and NMA32,49 were used as an
important benchmark for the data analysis of NEPA in this work. By car-
rying out our study, we were able to capture the motion of a nearby water
molecule that is weakly hydrogen bonded with the amide C=O.

Results and discussion
FTIR signature of the NEPA/water complexes
Infrared spectrumof the amide-I band of deuteratedNEPA inD2O at room
temperature (23 °C) is shown in Fig. 1a.D2O instead ofH2O is used to avoid
interference of HOH bending mode and the amide-I mode of NEPA. The
spectrum exhibits an asymmetric absorption peak at 1610.6 cm–1 with a
shoulder located on the high-frequency side. Its second-derivative spectrum
(Fig. 1b) clearly reveals two sub bands, allowing the spectrum in Fig. 1a to be
reasonably fitted by two Voigt functions, whose peak positions are at ca.

1607.8 and 1620.9 cm–1 respectively. The frequency difference between the
two sub bands (Δω = 13.1 cm–1) is smaller than that between a typical
hydrogen-bonded amide-I mode and its HB-free species as shown by a
previous computational work (ca. 20 cm–1)50. Also, for a single peptide unit
such as NMA, the concentration for aggregation in water is known to be
about 6M41. Thus, the band splitting cannot be simply due to fully-hydrated
(or aggregated) amide species and hydrogen-bond free amide species.
Further, the two sub bands are unlikely related to the coupling between the
amide-I mode and water bending mode either, because deuterated water is
used specifically as solvent in our work, and DOD bending frequency is
below 1300 cm–1 51.

The inhomogeneously broadened amide-I bandof deuteratedNMA in
D2O was also symmetric and was believed to be caused by Fermi
resonance31. For NEPA studied in this work, the two sub bands are unlikely
due to Fermi resonance for two reasons. First, there are also two sub bands
for the amide-I band of non-deuterated NEPA in H2O (see Supplementary
Fig. 1). The intensity ratio of the two sub bands for non-deuteratedNEPA in
D2O is 2.136:1 (the low-frequency component vs. the high-frequency one),
which is generally consistent with that of deuterated NEPA in D2O
(2.260:1). Second, quantum-chemistry (QC) calculations using the second-
order vibrational perturbation theory (VPT2)52 indicate that there is no
combination or overtone band resonating with the amide-I band of NEPA
in explicit solvent (NEPA‒3D2O cluster) or in implicit D2O solvent using
the polarizable continuum model53,54.

The possibility of two different conformations (trans and cis amide) of
NEPA42 can also be ruled out because the 1H and 13CNMR spectra ofNEPA
in water (Supplementary Data 1) showed only one conformation of NEPA.
In addition, the QC calculations indicate that the energy of the trans con-
formation is 8.42 kJ mol‒1 lower than the cis conformation, suggesting that
the transNEPA is the dominant structure in the gas phase and presumably
be so in the aqueous phase.

Simulation reveals structural details of the NEPA/water
complexes
Next, molecular dynamics (MD) simulations and QC calculations were
carried out to investigate the origin of the two sub bands of the amide-I
mode ofNEPA inD2O. Fig. 1d shows the radial distribution function (RDF)
of water H atom (HW) around carbonyl oxygen of NEPA. The maximum
peakappears at 1.65 Åand thevalueof thefirstRDFvalley appears at 2.55 Å;
the latter indicates the maximum distance between HW and O atom of
NEPA in the first hydration shell. The number of HW is found to be 2.06 on
average in this hydration shell, determined using a previously described
method55. However, the number of water O atom around amino H atom of

Fig. 1 | Infrared spectra, chemical exchange, and
radial distribution functions. a Infrared spectrum
of the amide-I band of deuterated N-ethylpropio-
namide (NEPA) in D2O at 23 °C with Voigt peak
fitting (filled color). b Second-derivative IR spec-
trum to show the presence of two amide-I compo-
nents. c Trans-NEPA and water complexes in the
strongly hydrogen-bonded (SHB) state and weakly
hydrogen-bonded (WHB) state. Chemical exchange
occurs between the two states by forming and
breaking/weakening one of the amide C = O and
water hydrogen bonds. d Radial distribution func-
tion of water H atom (HW) around NEPA carbonyl
O atom (red), and that of waterO atom (OW) around
NEPA carbonylO atom (blue). e Statistic probability
of the nearest distance ðr1;O�HW

Þ and the second
nearest distance ðr2;O�HW

Þ between HW and the
NEPA carbonyl O atom.
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NEPA is close to 1.0, indicating approximately one hydrogen-bondedwater
in the neighborhood of the N‒H group.

Figure 1e shows the statistics of the two nearest distances between the
carbonyl O atom and HW, based on time-dependent MD trajectories up to
5 ns (Supplementary Fig. 2). There is only one peak in the nearest distance
ðr1;O�HW

Þ, which is located at 1.65 Å. However, two peaks are shown in the
second nearest distance ðr2;O�HW

Þ, which are peaked at 1.85 and 3.0 Å
respectively. Further, according to a well-used hydrogen bond criterion56,
i.e., the donor-acceptor distance is less than 3.5 Å and the donor-proton-
acceptor angle is less than 40°, averaged number of hydrogen bonds formed
between the C=Ogroup ofNEPA andwater is found to be ca. 1.39 fromour
MD results. The first valley of the RDF of water oxygen atom around
carbonyl oxygen appeared at 3.25 Å (Fig. 1d), falling into the range of the
hydrogen-bonding criterion (3.5 Å). The statistic distance and the
hydrogen-bondnumbers indicate that at a givendynamical time at least one
strong hydrogen bond is formed in the hydration shell of the C=O group of
the NEPA. Furthermore, the two-peak profile of r2;O�HW

suggests a time-
dependent bonding strength and probability for the second hydrogen bond
between theC=Ogroup and awatermolecule. Thus, theMDresults suggest
that there are two differently solvated amide C=O groups of NEPA in D2O,
i.e., the C=O group can either form two strong hydrogen bonds with the
surrounding water molecules in the hydration layer (strong hydrogen-
bonding state, SHB), or form one strong and one weak hydrogen bond
between C=O and water (weak hydrogen-bonding state, WHB).

In addition, the distance between the aminoH atom andwaterO atom
only shows one broad peak for its statistic distribution (Supplementary
Fig. 3). Density functional theory (DFT) calculations show that the fre-
quency shift caused by the hydrogenbond formedon theN‒Hsite is smaller
than that formed on the C=O group50. Therefore, the contribution of the
dynamicalwaterhydrogenbondon theN‒Hside is unlikely to be the reason
for the observed amide-I doublet.

Taken together, we believe the two-sub band profile of the amide-I
band of trans-NEPA in D2O is associated with the heterogeneous dis-
tribution of the hydrogen bonds formed on the C =O side. Particularly, it is
due to the effectof aweakhydrogenbond fromanearbywater on the amide-
I frequency. The weakening or breaking of one of the C=O/D2O hydrogen
bonds (Fig. 1c bottom) gives rise to the high-frequency amide-I component,
while the low-frequency component (1607.8 cm–1) is the dominant com-
ponent associatedwith themajority of the amide groups inNEPAmolecules
that is fully hydrated (containing three hydrogen bonds, Fig. 1c top). Our
QC calculation also indicates that the amide-I frequency of NEPA in the
SHB state (Fig. 1c top) is about 14 cm–1 lower than that in the WHB state
(Fig. 1c bottom), which agrees reasonably with the experimentally observed
frequencydifference (13.1 cm–1) between the two subbands of amide-I band
in Fig. 1.

Thermal behavior of the NEPA/water complexes
Temperature-dependent FTIR spectra of NEPA in D2O were measured to
investigate the thermal stability of the NEPA/water complexes illustrated in
Fig. 1c. The results are shown in Fig. 2a. First, Fig. 2a shows that the overall
intensity of the amide-I band decreases slightly as temperature increases,
which is due to thedecreaseof themolar extinction coefficientof the amide-I
mode as a function of temperature. This may also be partially related to the
temperature-dependent solute molecular cavity, as well as temperature-
dependent dielectric constant and refractive index of solvent32. Second,
similar to the room-temperature result, the infrared spectra at elevated
temperatures remain to be asymmetric.

The second derivative spectra also show that there are generally two
main peaks for the amide-I band as temperature changes, and the low-
frequency peak blue shifts clearly with increasing temperature, while the
high-frequency peak only slightly shifts (Supplementary Fig. 4), reflects the
dynamical nature of the structure complexes giving rise to these twoamide-I
components. The fitting spectra are shown in Supplementary Fig. 5 with
fitting parameters listed in Supplementary Table 1. The obtained peak
position of the low-frequency component varies with temperature at a rate

of 0.07 cm–1/°C), agreeing with the result of a previous work where the
amide-I band of NMA and a α-oligopeptide both exhibit a linear frequency
dependence with temperature49. Thus, the low-frequency peak in Fig. 1a
represents thewell-hydrated amide unit inNEPA,while the high-frequency
peak represents the WHB configuration.

Furthermore, as temperature increases, the peak area of the SHB state
decreases, while that of theWHB state increases (Supplementary Fig. 5). In
the IR spectroscopy, the integrated absorptionpeak is proportional toCi|μi|

2,
where Ci and |μi| respectively represent the molar fraction (or concentra-
tion) and transition dipole moment magnitude of the amide-I mode in a
given hydrogen-bonded state (i stands for SHB orWHB). If the ratio of the
transition dipole moment in the two states was assumed to be temperature
independent, then the decreased peak area ratio of the SHB state to the
WHB state suggests a decreased NEPA population of the SHB state and an
increased population of theWHB state. Thus, as temperature increases, the
interaction between NEPA and water becomes weaker and some of the
NEPAmolecules in the SHB state turned into those in theWHB state. This
suggests a temperature-induced dehydration for the amide group of NEPA.
Hence the ratio of the integrated IR absorption area in the WHB state
(AWHB) and that in the SHB state (ASHB) yields the ratio of concentrations of
NEPA in theWHBand in SHB states, which in turn leads to the equilibrium
constant Keq for the WHB formation at a given temperature:

Keq ¼
C WHB½ �
C SHB½ �

¼ AWHB × μ
�
�
�
�
2

SHB

ASHB × μ
�
�
�
�
2

WHB

ð1Þ

Here, the transition dipole of the amide-Imode in each state (Fig. 2a) is
evaluated by theQC calculation in the gas phase, which are 0.344Debye (D)
and 0.321D for the SHB state andWHBstate respectively. Thefitting results
of the two sub bands at varying temperature are listed in Supplementary
Table 1.

From the temperature-dependent equilibrium constant, a van’t Hoff
plot is obtained and shown inFig. 2b,whichyieldsΔH = 6.22 ± 0.25 kJ mol–1

and ΔS = 15.34 ± 0.76 Jmol–1 K–1. ΔH > 0 indicates an endothermic transi-
tion fromthe SHBstate to theWHBstate,whileΔS > 0 suggests an increased
inhomogeneity with temperature. Further, the effect of the transition dipole
moment ratio of the two states on the thermodynamic properties was
considered. When the C =O group forms one hydrogen bond with one
water molecule, which is one of the extreme cases of the WHB state, the
transition dipole of the amide-I band is about 0.304 D by the QC compu-
tation of this work. The other extreme is that the transition dipole of the
amide-I mode in the WHB state is the same as that in the SHB state. The
ratio of transition dipole of the amide-Imode in the SHB state verses that in
the WHB state in these two extreme cases are therefore 1:1 and 1.32:1,
respectively. In these two cases, van’t Hoff plot shows that theΔH (and ΔS)
are 6.22 kJ mol–1 (14.20 J mol–1 K–1) and 6.22 kJ mol−1 (16.25 J mol–1 K–1).
These results illustrate that even though the ratio of the transition dipole of
the amide-I mode in the SHB state verses that in theWHB state is different
in these conditions, the enthalpy change (ΔH) remain unchanged, while the
entropy change (ΔS) varies to a limited extent, but still falls within its
experimentally determined range.

Very recently, the amide-water interactionwas also examined basedon
polymeric units with varying N-alkyl groups including NEPA57. Their
temperature-dependent IR spectra showed that the enthalpy change and
entropy change are 4.8 kJ mol–1 and 12 J mol–1 K–1 respectively, which are
close to the values reported in our work. Further, a theoretical estimation
yielded the hydration enthalpy of –23 kJ mol–1 for the C=O group of NMA
with one water molecule58. A previous work also showed that the enthalpy
change associated with the formation of a hydrogen bond between the C=O
group in small peptides and water molecule is in the range of –20 ~
–30 kJ mol–19, 59–61. Therefore, the enthalpy change from the SHB state to the
WHB state in our work is significantly smaller than the dissociation energy
of a hydrogen-bond water from an amide unit, indicating that in theWHB
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state studied here, the second hydrogen bond formed is definitely weaker
than the fully hydrated amide group.

2D IR signature of chemical exchange between the two NEPA/
water complexes
Figure 3 shows purely absorptive 2D IR spectra of NEPA in D2O in the
amide-I region at varying temperature (23 °C, 50 °C, 60 °C and 85 °C) at a

few selected waiting times (Tw). More sets of spectra are given in the Sup-
plementary Figs. 6–9. The corresponding FTIR spectrum at 23 °C is shown
on the upper right corner of the figure. Red (positive) 2D IR peak is the v = 0
to v = 1 (0→ 1) transition, where v is the vibrational quantumnumber, and
the corresponding blue (negative) peak on the left side is the 1→ 2 tran-
sition. Theωt frequency of the latter is lower than that of the former because
the amide-I vibration is anharmonic. The 2D IR spectra show that there are
two diagonal red peaks in the amide-I region, which is more obvious at
longer waiting time and higher temperature, being consistent with the
presence of the two hydration states of the amide group of NEPA discussed
above. Further, as the waiting time increases, two pair-wise and partially
overlapped cross peaks between these two diagonal peaks appear at the anti-
diagonal direction (i.e., on the upper left and lower right corners of a 2Dplot
shown in each panel of Fig. 3).

The possibility of these cross peaks due to intermolecular coupling or
due to intermolecular vibrational energy transfer, assuming the SHB and
WHB species of NEPA shown in Fig. 1c are independent in time, is unlikely
at the concentration of 100mM. Chemical exchange between the SHB and
WHB species is the only source of these cross peaks. The phenomenon is
very similar to the chemical exchange reported within dynamical NMA-
methanol complexes by the 2D IR method41. This suggests that the
hydrogen-bondedNEPA/water complexes are very dynamic and thenearby
water molecules can leave NEPA with a weakened or broken hydrogen
bond, so that the cross-peak pair in the lower-right region of a 2D IR
spectrum comes from the chemical exchange from the low-frequency
vibrator (representing the SHB state) to the high-frequency vibrator
(representing theWHB state), whereas the cross peak pair in the upper-left
region is due to the reverse process. This is illustrated in Fig. 4a briefly with
more description given in Supplementary Fig. 10. Considering the limited
frequency difference between the two amide-I sub bands (13.1 cm–1, Fig. 1),
the blue peak of the cross-peakpair caused by the exchange process from the
low-frequency state to the high-frequency state, and the red peak of the
cross-peak pair caused by the reverse exchange process are not spectrally
resolved.

It is known that vibrational relaxation, orientational relaxation and
spectral diffusion all play a role in influencing the apparent lineshape and
signal magnitude of a 2D IR spectrum. In a simplified picture, for a che-
mically exchangeable system, asTw increases, the exchange between the two
chemical species causes their diagonal 2D IRpeak intensities todecrease and
their off-diagonal 2D IR peak intensities to increase62, while vibrational

Fig. 2 | Temperature-dependent amide-I infrared spectra and derived van’t
Hoff plot. a Temperature-dependent infrared spectra of the amide-I band of
deuteratedN-ethylpropionamide (NEPA) in D2O from 23 to 85 °C at 10 °C interval.
bThe van’tHoff plot using the equilibrium constant of the weakly hydrogen-bonded
(WHB) state and strongly hydrogen-bonded (SHB) state populations as a function
of temperature. See Supplementary Note 1 for error bars’ generation.

Fig. 3 | Waiting-time dependent, purely absorp-
tive 2D IR spectra of NEPA in D2O in the amide-I
region at different temperatures. The FTIR spec-
trum at 23 °C with two-component fitting is shown
in the upper right panel. Pink squares in left panels
mark the diagonal peak area for integration
(ωτ = 1605–1610 cm–1 and ωt = 1592–1597 cm–1 at
23 °C; ωτ = 1606–1611 cm–1 and
ωt = 1594–1599 cm–1 at 50 °C; ωτ = 1606–1611 cm–1

and ωt = 1594–1599 cm–1 at 60 °C; ωτ = 1606–1611
cm–1 and ωt = 1597–1602 cm–1 at 85 °C). A black
square in an area of ca. 25 cm–2 in upper right panel
indicates the region of the cross peak to be extracted,
after subtracting the spectrum at 0 ps, for the
examination of the chemical exchange dynamics
from the strongly hydrogen-bonded (SHB) state to
the weakly hydrogen-bonded (WHB) state.
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relaxation and orientational relaxation both decrease the diagonal and off-
diagonal peak intensities. The spectral diffusion changes the shapes of the
2D IR peaks but preserves their total volumes. Given these considerations,
the chemical exchange dynamics between the SHB andWHB states can be
extracted from the relative growthof the cross-peak intensity as a functionof
Tw. To evaluate the off-diagonal spectral components while eliminating the
effect of the vibrational population andorientational relaxations, each2DIR
spectrum was first normalized using its absolute magnitude with respect to
an integrated blue-peak area of ca. 25 cm–2 of the low-frequency component
(see Fig. 3 left column) representing the 1→ 2 transition of the SHB state
(see the cartoon in Fig. 4a for its assignment), then the 2D IR spectrum at
Tw = 0 ps was subtracted from those at various waiting times. then the time
evolution of an integrated cross-peak area of 25 cm–2 (whose location was
shown in Fig. 3 upper right panel, also see Supplementary Fig. 11 for 2D IR
difference spectra at three typical waiting times) was used to measure the
chemical exchange kinetics from the SHB state to the WHB state, and the
results are shown in Fig. 4b at four temperatures using the data presented in
the Supplementary Figs. 6–9. A single exponential function was used to fit
the chemical exchange process in each case, whose rate constant k1 is 1/
(0.53 ± 0.07) ps‒1, 1/(0.33 ± 0.07)ps‒1, 1/(0.28 ± 0.07) ps‒1and1/ (0.21 ± 0.06)
ps–1 at 23 °C, 50 °C, 60 °C, and 85 °C, respectively. The Arrhenius plot based
on these rate constants was shown in Fig. 4c, from which an activation
energy for the change from the SHB state to the WHB state of
Ea = 13.25 ± 0.52 kJ mol‒1 was determined. In addition, the position of the
cross peak (demonstrated in Supplementary Fig. 11) along the ωt axis
slightly shifts to the higher-frequency side as a function of temperature,
agreeingwith the results shown in Supplementary Fig. 5 and Supplementary
Table 1 and showing a dynamical structure nature of the high-frequency
component.

At a given temperature and pressure, according to the van’t Hoff
equation ðΔG ¼ ΔH � TΔSÞ, the free-energy difference (ΔG) between
the WHB and the SHB states is found to be 1.68 ± 0.34, 1.27 ± 0.34,
1.11 ± 0.36, and 0.73 ± 0.37 kJ mol‒1 at 23 °C, 50 °C, 60 °C, and 85 °C
respectively. From the relation k1 ¼ k�1e

�ΔG=kBT, where kB is the Boltz-
mann constant, then the exchange rate k‒1 (from theWHB state to the SHB
state) is roughly 1/0.27 ps‒1, 1/0.21 ps‒1, 1/0.19 ps‒1, and 1/0.16 ps‒1 at

corresponding temperature. The activation energy for theWHB state to the
SHB state obtained from the Arrhenius plot (Supplementary Fig. 12) is
7.48 ± 0.19 kJmol‒1. A direct comparison of k1 and k‒1 shows that the
exchange process from the WHB state to the SHB state is faster than the
reverse process.A typical energydiagram is illustrated inFig. 5,which shows
a schematic representationof the free energyof as a functionof thehydrogen
bond coordinate for the amide-I mode.

Backbone hydration for the α- and β-peptides
While the hydration of the β-peptide is much less reported63, the back-
bone and water hydrogen-bonding interaction of the α-peptide has been
studied extensively using variousmethods asmentioned in the beginning
of this work. Peptide-water hydrogen bond has been generally known to
compete with intrapeptide hydrogen bond12, and it was proposed a while
ago that peptides and their aqueous environment form a dynamical
entity64. However, the dynamics of the weakly bound water within such
entity was not examined because the unavailability of ultrafast experi-
mental methods during that time. On the other hand, mobile water
molecules in the vicinity of backbone C=O and out of the amide plane
may form a weak hydrogen bond and red shift the amide-I mode fre-
quency, which has been suggested in Torii’s recent work26. Experimen-
tally, Tokmakoff et al. examined the solvation dynamics of dialanine in
D2O recently65, where the chemical exchange dynamics in three solvation
structures were studied by the 2D IR spectroscopy. One of the hydration
states (state B) where one of the amide C=O is hydrogen-bonded to two
solvent water molecules is quite similar to what we describe in this work.
However, due to the presence of multiple amide C=O groups, the mobile
water in the hydration structure was not traced in that work. On the other
hand, the presence of hydrogen-bonded peptide-water molecules has
been suggested in a very recent chemical-exchange 2D IR study of model
peptides with varying N-alkyl side chains (including NEPA) by Kuroda’s
group57. Their result showed that there are also two amide-I transitions
for these polymeric units in D2O, which are generally due to two distinct
hydrogen-bonding environments due to amide-water hydrogen making
and breaking, but the chemical exchange dynamics of such weakly-
bound water was not explicitly examined.

Fig. 4 | Chemical-exchange 2D IR and the
exchange dynamics. aAn illustration of a typical 2D
IR spectrumof the two-component amide-Imode of
N-ethylpropionamide (NEPA) at longer waiting
time (Tw) in the presence of chemical exchange
(more description is given in Supplementary
Fig. 10). b Time evolution of the relative magnitude
(dots) of the 2D IR cross peak and its fitting by a
signal exponential function (solid line) at each
temperature. The obtained exchange rate constant
from the strongly hydrogen-bonded (SHB) state to
the weakly hydrogen-bonded (WHB) state is 1/
(0.53 ± 0.07) ps‒1, 1/(0.33 ± 0.07) ps‒1, 1/(0.28 ± 0.07)
ps‒1, and 1/ (0.21 ± 0.06) ps‒1 at 23 °C, 50 °C, 60 °C,
and 85 °C respectively. c The Arrhenius plot of the
rate constant from the SHB state to the WHB state
versus temperature with a linear fitting. Error bars
were produced by analyzing repeating 2D IR
experimental measurements.
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Our detailed analysis in work here demonstrated that NEPA, as a
model for a β-peptide unit, shows certain advantage over NMA, which was
often used as a model for an α-peptide unit, in a sense that the two amide-I
components are slightlymore separated (10.0 cm‒1 forNMA31 and13.1 cm‒1

for NEPA), and hence allows a more convenient study of the 2D IR cross
peakdynamics.Ourwork shows that the two subbandsof the amide-Imode
of the peptide unit can be reasonably explained as a result of a dynamical
water that switches between weakly and strongly hydrogen-bonded to the
amide C=O side, on the basis of a strongly hydrogen-bonded water. Sta-
tistically the two boundwatermoleculesmay switch their identities, but one
of themseems to be always strongly hydrogenbonded. Such situation canbe
regarded as a simplified picture where the amide C=O group and some
nearby N‒H group forms an intramolecular hydrogen bond as commonly
seen in secondary structuralmotifs suchas theα-helicesandβ-sheets.Under
such circumstances in the aforementioned external hydration state13

determined by high-resolution X-ray crystallography may have actually a
dynamical water if the protein is solvated in aqueous solution. Further,
vibrational lifetime (T1) of the amide-I mode for the SHB andWHB states
were estimated to be ca. 0.67 ps and 0.72 ps (Supplementary Fig. 13), sup-
porting ourproposeddynamical hydrationpicture because theT1 process of
the amide-Imode reflects the vibrational energy relaxation to solvent water.
A slightly shorter one-component time constant (0.45 ps) was reported for
NMA inD2Oprobed at the lower frequency side of the SHB state31, agreeing
in trend with our results of NEPA in D2O.

Therefore, the results presented in this work not only fits the generally
accepted statistics that peptide backbone amide C=O can form more than
one and at most two hydrogen bonds, but also provides new structural and
dynamics insights into the weakly hydrogen-bonded water. Our results are
also in general agreement with a previous study byDeGrado and coworkers
that water molecules are dynamically bonded to amide carbonyl groups in
the α-helices with partial occupancy (~50%–70%)66.

Further, the influence of water on the IR spectral of the amide-I mode
have alsobeen examinedbyab initio calculations,MDsimulations, aswell as
empiricalmodeling (frequencymapsbasedonNMA)67–72.However, the two
sub-band picture of the amide-I mode in NMA has not been specifically
discussed. Thus, our results also call formore detailed computational works.
A simple treatment may be to treat amide-water clusters differently out of a
MD trajectory, according to hydrogen-bonding strength of the second
neighboringwater, and apply the frequencymaps for the amide-I frequency
evaluation. Suchwork is undergoing in our laboratory based on a previously
developed general applicable frequency map for the β-peptide73, where an
asymmetric amide-I of NEPA in D2O was roughly predicted, showing the
presence of a weak high-frequency component.

Conclusions and remarks
In this work, two overlapping amide-I IR components were spectrally
resolved for themodel β-peptide (NEPA) solvated in deuteratedwater. IR
and NMR spectroscopic measurements, quantum-chemistry calcula-
tions and MD simulations together suggest there are statistically two
different dynamical hydration states on the amide C=O side of the
monopeptide unit: one forms two regular hydrogen bonds with nearby
solvent water and yields the so-called strong hydrogen-bonding state in
the first hydration shell of the amide group, leading to the low-frequency
IR component of the amide I band; the other forms one regular hydrogen
bond between C=O and water in the hydration layer and one weak
hydrogen bond thatmay be partially associated with the second solvation
layer, which yields the weak hydrogen-bonding state and gives rise to the
high-frequency amide-I component.

Time-dependent 2D IR spectra reveal a fast equilibrium chemical
exchange between the two solvated states. This exchange process may be
common but is hidden underneath the conventional IR spectra of the
amide-Imode. The relativemagnitudes of the cross peaks at various waiting
time reveal the exchange dynamics from the SHB state to the WHB state,
whose time constant is ca. 0.53 ps at room temperature. Temperature-
dependent 2D IR spectra reveal that the exchange becomes faster as tem-
perature increases.The activation energyof the exchange fromthe SHBstate
to the WHB state was determined from the 2D IR spectra to be about
13.25 ± 0.52 kJ mol‒1, while that of the reverse exchange was about
7.48 ± 0.19 kJmol‒1. In addition, from the temperature-dependent FTIR
results, the enthalpy change from the SHB state to the WHB state is much
lower than the earlier obtained dissociation energy of a hydrogen-bond
water from an amide C=O group, demonstrating the presence of a weakly
hydrogen-bondedwater in theNEPA/D2Osystemstudiedhere. In addition,
both temperature-dependent FTIR and 2D IR spectra demonstrate a
dynamical frequency position of the high-frequency amide-I component,
revealing the mobile nature of the weakly bound water molecule.

In summary, our results in this work clearly demonstrate the structural
dynamics of a weakly hydrogen-bonded water in the immediate hydration
layer of the peptide backbone, which is insightful for understanding the
dynamics of the biological water interaction directly with peptide backbone.

Methods
Materials
N-ethylpropionamide (NEPA, 99% purity) was purchased from Sigma-
Aldrich. It was lyophilized in deuterated water (D2O) three times for the H/
D exchange of the amide group, and then dissolved as deuterated form in
D2O at a concentration of 100mM.

Fig. 5 | Energy scheme of the hydrated amide unit
of N-ethylpropionamide (NEPA) in the strongly
hydrogen-bonded (SHB) and weakly hydrogen-
bonded (WHB) states linked through an amide
C=O…H2O hydrogen bond. Chemical exchange
occurs between the two hydration states with their
activation energies determined by temperature-
dependent 2D IR spectroscopy.
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FTIR spectroscopy
Infrared spectra were collected using Nicolet 6700 FTIR spectrometer
equipped with a liquid nitrogen-cooled mercury-cadmium-telluride (MCT)
detector. NEPA solution samples were placed in a home-made dual IR cell.
The dual IR cell contained two 2-mm thickCaF2windows separated by a 30-
μm thick “θ”-shaped Teflon spacer, which forms two independent sample
compartments. The dual cell is made of copper, which is heated through a
water bath for temperate-depended FTIR measurement. The NEPA/D2O
solution and pure liquid D2O were placed in the two compartments sepa-
rately. The dual cell was placed on a motorized translation stage so that the
sample solution and solvent-only (background) spectra could be taken
alternately. D2O is used instead of H2O to avoid interference of HOH
bendingmode and amide-I mode of NEPA. Dry air was used to purge FTIR
spectrometer and the sample chamber during the IR spectral measurement.
FTIR spectra were measured with a spectral resolution of 1 cm−1 and aver-
aged by 64 scans from room temperature (23 °C) to 85 °C at 10 °C interval.

Nonlinear IR spectroscopy
2D IRquick shaper spectrometer (2DQuick, PhaseTech)was used to collect
2D IR spectra74,75. A typical laser pulse (3-mJ, sub 25-fs, 800-nm, 1 kHz)was
generated using a femtosecond laser system and was used to pump an
optical parametric amplifier (OPA) to generate two near-IR pulses, i. e., the
signal and idler pulses. The two near-IR pulses were further split by a
dichroic mirror and independently controlled in time and collinearly
aligned in space, and were loosely focused together on a nonlinear crystal
(AgGaS2) for difference-frequency generation (DFG), generating a 6-μJ
mid-IR pulse centered at 6-μm with FWHM of ca. 270 cm‒1. The mid-IR
pulsewas split into pumpandprobepaths and then spatially and temporally
overlapped in the sample. 2D IR signal was generated in the pump-probe
geometry, and the polarization of the pump pulse was set as the same
condition of the probe pulse. The pumppulse enters an IRpulse shaper (Ge-
AOM) and generates a collinear pulse pair withmodulated interval time (τ).
The 2D-IR signal generated by the coincidence of the three pulses on the
sample is in the direction of the probe pulse. The waiting time (Tw) between
the pump and probe pulses is controlled by a pair of ZnSe wedges. Purely
absorptive 2D-IR signal was detected and digitized using an IR mono-
chromator equipped with a 64-element liquid nitrogen-cooled MCT array
detector. The sample cell was packaged in the home-made temperature
control component composedof a heating plate and a silicone rubber cover,
both being connected to an intelligent temperature controller (ZNHW-III),
which canmaintain the temperature of the sample at a certain value during
the 2DIRexperiment.The temperatureof the sample cellwasmeasuredby a
PT100 temperature sensor. In addition, magic-angle IR pump-probe
experiment was carried out at room temperature in order to evaluate the
vibrational lifetime of the amide-I mode of NEPA in D2O.

Quantum chemistry calculations
Geometry optimization of NEPA and vibrational frequency analysis of its
amide-I band, and those ofNEPA-3(D2O) clusters (Scheme 1), were carried
out using the density functional theory (DFT) at the level of B3LYP/6-311+
+G (d, p). To simulate the second and weak hydrogen bond, the distance
between the oxygen of the amide unit and that of the secondwaterwas fixed
at 4.0 Å during the optimization. The energies of the trans NEPA and cis
NEPAwere obtained at the level ofM062X/def2TZVP.All calculationswere
performed using Gaussian 09 program76.

Molecular dynamics simulations
MD simulations of NEPA in D2O was performed using the NAMD
program77withCHARMMforcefield78 forNEPA.ASPC/Emodelwas used
for water. One NEPAmolecule was solvated in a cubic solvent box with an
initial size of 28 × 28 × 28 Å3 containing 659 water molecules. The non-
bonded cutoff distance was set to 12 Å, and the particle mesh Ewald sum-
mation was used for long-range electrostatic interaction. Before the MD
simulations, the equilibration run was performed to ensure a stable NPT
ensemble. TheMD simulations were finally performed using the Langevin-

piston Nose-Hoover method for 5 ns with a step of 20 fs using the NPT
ensemble at normal atmospheric pressure and at 298 K. In discussing the
MD results and hydrogen bond dynamics, H and D are used inter-
changeably in this work.

NMR spectroscopy
NMR sample was prepared by dissolving NEPA in H2O at 200mM con-
centration.One-dimensional 1H and 13CNMRspectraweremeasuredusing
a 600MHz Bruker Avance NMR spectrometer. The NMR results were
shown in Supplementary Fig. 2 and the chemical shifts were listed in Sup-
plementary Table 1. Chemical shifts of H, H1, H2/H4, and H3 of trans
NEPA are about 7.85, 3.13, 1.05 and 2.16 ppm respectively. The number
ratio of four types of H agrees with the number of different H atoms in
NEPA, indicating no cis amide conformation for NEPA. Chemical shifts of
C, C1, C2, C3, and C4 are about 176.94, 34.03, 13.15, 28.76, and 9.24 ppm
respectively. The lack of no extra chemical shifts for the same type of C
atoms for the cisNEPA also provides no evidence for the assignment of cis
amide conformation.

Data availability
The data that support the findings of this study are available within the
article and its Supplementary Information and Supplementary Data 1, or
from the corresponding author upon reasonable request.
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